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Life on the HopeMobile:
Where hope meets the road

By Cecil Dunn, Executive Director

The sandwiches are important in and of
themselves, of course, but they also serve
the purpose of helping the crew engage with
clients in other ways.

I visited the HopeMobile recently and spent
time with coordinator Mary Muth and case
manager Charles Lindsay. Charles has worked
on the HopeMobile for 13 years, which is
pretty impressive, just not quite as impressive
as Mary’s 16 years.
As we talked there was a steady stream of
knocks on the door of the van as clients
came by to pick up sandwiches along with
a couple of side items. This is the standard
early morning routine, and by 9:30 the crew
had already handed out more than a hundred
sandwiches.
What
struck me
was that
Mary and
Charles
knew
nearly
every one
of our
visitors and comfortably engaged them in
conversation, asking about someone’s normal
companion who had not come along and
the like. For their part, almost all the clients
were pleasant, sociable and grateful in their
interactions with Mary and Charles.

Mary is a nurse and often serves as the clients’
primary contact for their health issues. She
checks their blood pressure and so on and
advises them whether they need to seek
further help and where to get it. Charles, who
is himself a graduate of our recovery program,
keeps in close touch with our detox unit so
he can get a bed for someone who needs
it. He also stands there as a sign of hope for
addicts and alcoholics who wish they could
stop using.

You may be wondering why these clients
don’t just go to a shelter. There are a variety
of reasons, many of which come down to
being unable to cope with structure. Perhaps
they can’t stand to be closed in. Perhaps their
mental health problems stand in the way.
For many it’s because they can’t tolerate the
prospect of not being permitted to drink or
use. Addiction is powerful.
And for some, they have lived outside for so
long that outside has become their life.
Continued on next page...

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter!
Your daily dose of inspiration is at the Hope Center.
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Life on the Hopemobile cont.
One of the knocks
on the door was a
little different. The
van was parked
at Maxwell Street
Presbyterian that
day, and the visitors
this time were some
Girl Scouts and their
leaders who had
been inside the church making sandwiches. With big smiles on
their faces, the girls gave the sandwiches to the crew to hand
out. We applauded them in return.
This brings up the point that Mary and Charles aren’t alone
out there. Almost all the sandwiches they hand out have been
donated by regular volunteers. When they sometimes run short,
Charles calls back to the Hope Center on Loudon Avenue
where clients in the Veterans program will step in to make more
sandwiches and bring them to the HopeMobile.
The police are very supportive. They let the crew know about
individuals they have observed who need attention. They
sometimes make welfare checks the crew can’t get to. The
officers know many of the same people Mary and Charles know.
Then there are those Charles
refers to as the “Quick
”The little
folks like the
things you do Responds,”
group of women at Immanuel
mean so much Baptist who call themselves the
Sunshine Group. A man came to
to people.”
the HopeMobile one day with a
prescription for eyeglasses
- Charles
that he desperately needed
but could not possibly afford.
Charles called one of the women from Immanuel. The next day
she showed up with the money for glasses and told Charles to
let the man have whatever was left over.
Another time, a very, very pregnant young woman showed up
saying she did not have the means to get home to her family
in Atlanta. Charles called the family to check out her story and
then again called one of the women in the Sunshine Group.
They bought the young woman an airplane ticket and gave her
money for expenses.
Another group, this one in Frankfort, has found a way to
join together hundreds of old plastic grocery bags into what
apparently is a pretty comfortable sleeping mat. The crew
hands them out to clients.

Then there are the five downtown
churches that for years have provided the
HopeMobile with a parking place and
electricity. They also make space available
inside their own buildings if Charles or
Mary needs to counsel someone away from
the van.
Mary and Charles don’t always just wait for people to come
to them. Before the brutal snow storms last winter they went
out looking for people to warn them. The police helped them
with that. After the tragic flash floods in Eastern Kentucky,
they called officials there to find out what was needed. They
gathered supplies and drove the HopeMobile to Johnson
County. In fact the needs were so great that our refrigerator
truck, the one we use to pick up food donations from
supermarkets and restaurants, went with them.
Charles recalled a recent incident at a gas station when a man
he didn’t recognize came up to him to thank him. He told
Charles that a few months earlier he and his family arrived in
town with nothing. The HopeMobile fed them and directed
them to other resources for food and assistance. The man told
Charles that he and his family are now housed and that both
he and his wife are working. As Charles said to me, “The little
things you do mean so much to people.”
I came away thinking about what
an amazing community Mary
and Charles take part in. It’s a
community where concern and
kindness are part of the daily fabric
of life. The clients look after each
other. People of faith live their faith.
Mary and Charles help people, and
other people help Mary and Charles
give that help. Girl Scouts and police officers lend a hand. It
was an amazing day, one that happens five times a week.

HopeMobile Schedule
Monday:
Calvary Baptist Church
150 East High Street

Thursday:
Broadway Christian Church
187 North Broadway

Tuesday:
Woodland Christian Church
530 East High Street

Friday:
Shiloh Baptist Church
237 East Fifth Street

Wednesday:
Maxwell Street Presbyterian Church
180 East Maxwell Street

online at www.hopectr.org
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From the outside, She had it all
A Powerful Testimonial of Addiction, Recovery and Winning
Our Country’s Battle on Addiction

Laurie Dhue
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October 22 at 7 pm Lexington Opera House
This is a must-see Ball Homes Night of Hope, with new format and elements throughout!

Go to hopectr.org or call 859-225-4673 to purchase tickets today!

Save LIves and Shoot hoops at Rupp!

November 10
4:30 P.M.
Rupp Arena

HopeCenterLex
#5MinutesforHope
#HoopsforHope

Go to hopectr.org and click on the
Johnny Carino’s Hoops for Hope to
register your team today!
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Recovery Changes lives - Client Reflections
“I am no longer the aunt
hiding from the cops.”
- Carla
The Hope Center was not my first rehab;
this was my fourth and the second one
I completed. So needless to say, when
I arrived at the Hope Center in April of
2014, I thought I knew everything about
recovery, everything about AA, and about addiction. But what I did not
realize when I came was that I was not living what I knew. There is a
difference.
I grew up in an alcoholic household. From the outside, we were the
perfect family. My mom was the PTA mom who made brownies for
everything. It was a fairy tale from the outside. But we always lived a lie.
The fighting and addiction was kept a secret. And I soon learned I was
begging for attention and affirmation.
My addiction started when I was 18. I thought it was fun and I started
with alcohol, pot and Xanax. But when I was introduced to cocaine, my
world was turned upside down. I began stealing for my addiction. My first

charge was when I was 19, and things only escalated from there: more jail
time, more rehab centers, a stint of sobriety. But cocaine always seemed
to get me back.
In the Big Book on page 17, it says you can’t do the same things and
expect different results. I wanted something different, I wanted recovery
and I wanted to live the solution. I had always lived the lie. I soon learned
that I have always run when things got real. I choose to stay in the Hope
Center program, and to make it real.
I began working in the Hope Center kitchen, stayed on as a peer mentor
and became the kitchen supervisor. I learned what made me happy. I
learned that working makes me happy. I love to work. And I love to smile.
I know how to actually live the steps. I now have my own apartment at the
Rouse House and am taking classes at BCTC. I am studying to be a social
worker or counselor. And I pay my own bills.
While I was living in addiction, I was playing with my nieces in the front
yard one day. A police car drove by and my niece said, “Carla, run inside
so they don’t see you!” That was a telling moment in my life. But now I
can be a real aunt. I am no longer the aunt that cops are looking for. My
nieces can look up to me. I have learned to be someone. I sometimes just
look around and think, “Wow, look at this.”

